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In the originally published version of this article, there was one error in Figure S3 and two errors in Figure S7D as a result of duplicated
western blot panels during figure preparation. In Figure S3, the PCNAwestern blot panel was accidentally replacedwith the H3K56Ac
panel. The figure has now been corrected online. In Figure S7D, H3 in SCE and H3K56Ac in IP were accidentally replaced with figure
panels from Figure 6E. Figure 6E and Figure S7D are two biological repeats. In early submissions, the authors put both the heavy (H)
exposure and light (L) exposure of H3 and H3K56Ac blots in Figure 6E. When they prepared Figure S7D, they used Figure 6E as a
template, but failed to replace the H3K56Ac in IP and H3 in SCE of Figure 6E with the corresponding panels of the repeat experiment
(Figure S7D). The figure has now been corrected online. These errors do not affect any scientific conclusions in the manuscript. The
authors regret these errors and any confusion that may have resulted.ª 2016 The Author(s). All rights reserved.The Tumor Suppressor Hace1 Is a Critical
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In the originally published version of this article, Michaela Lang, who contributed some of the data shown in Figure 7, was mistakenly
omitted from the author list. The corrected version of the article now appears online. The authors regret the error.ª 2016 The Author(s). All rights reserved.3414 Cell Reports 16, 3414, September 20, 2016
